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Define a Center
Define a Center

Pro-western, unequivocal, globalizing, homogenizing, patriarchal, submissive
Find the periphery out
Find the periphery out

Difference, unclassifiable,
ambiguous, transverse,
uncomfortable
An ideal serving media domain
beyond humanist concerns
network
Maps is a tool where you can find the exact location of the buildings and exhibitions we have been publishing at Hidden Architecture with the link to the own post.

Ha attempts to recover any kind of building, project, thought or theory including an important and worthy value from our point of view.
Hidden Architecture is resistance, making visible the difference.
Hidden Architecture

Instagram

Facebook
Forgotten Modernism

Resistance from periphery

Forgotten Modernism
Forgotten Modernism

Villa Planchart
Caracas, Venezuela
Gio Ponti - 1955
Forgotten Modernism

Temppeliaukio Church
Helsinki, Finland
Timo and Tuomo Suomalainen - 1969
Resistance from periphery
Peripheral Modernism
Peripheral Modernism

Station thermale, Sidi Harazem
Fez, Morocco
Jean-François Zevaco - 1960
Peripheral Modernism

Hartley House
Costa Paradiso, Sardinia. Italy
Alberto Ponis - 1970
Peripheral Modernism

City Hall of Bat Yam
Bat Yam, Israel
Zvi Hecker - 1961
Resistance from periphery

Vernacular Architecture
Ha

Vernacular Architecture

Geghard
Goght, Armenia
IV-XIIth Century
Vernacular Architecture

Humayun Tomb
Nizamuddin, Delhi, India
1562-1572
Vernacular Architecture

Church of St. John of Nepomuk
Zelená Hora, Czech Republic
1719-1735
Resistance from periphery

Undefined beginnings of contemporary architects
Undefined beginnings

Doña Maria Coronel St Housing
Seville, Spain
Cruz y Ortiz - 1973
Undefined beginnings

A house for Karl Friedrich Schinkel
Matosinhos, Portugal
Eduardo Souto de Moura - 1979
Undefined beginnings
Residence for the Irish Prime Minister
Dublin, Ireland
Zaha Hadid - 1979
Ha

Global Network
Cooperation and learning
generate the tribe
Open system of growth through circumstances
Future is periphery

Resistance network operates as rizhome structure
Gender Resistance

Hidden Architecture aims to unveil role of women within architecture
Ha

Geographical Resistance
Geographical Resistance

Hidden Architecture aims to unveil architecture from peripheral territories
Ha

Ideological Resistance
Ideological Resistance

Hidden Architecture aims to raise a resistance against commercial flows.
Disciplinary Resistance

Hidden Architecture aims to unveil uncommon practices in architecture
future is periphery